
WORKING WITH REGULATORS
SERVICES, TESTING & TRAINING

For over 30 years, Gaming Laboratories International (GLI ®) has been working with 

regulators from more than 475 jurisdictions all over the world. We started testing for 

one lottery jurisdiction, and today, we conduct tests and provide independent 

assessments for lotteries, land-based operations, iGaming, horse racing, and 

charitable gaming on six continents.

We have more than 1,300 employees working in over 24 laboratory locations, 

providing regulators 24/7 service.
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AHEAD OF THE GAME

Land-based, tribal, lottery, charitable and 

iGaming regulators around the world trust GLI 

to test for compliance and ensure the game is 

fair for everyone – the regulator, the operator 

and the player. That is why we never stop 

streamlining our processes and creating new 

tools to help regulators meet the demanding 

needs of their jobs.

RANGE OF SERVICES

Beyond testing, GLI helps regulators with a 

wide range of professional services, including 

project management, third-party advice and 

assessments, rule writing, regulation review, 

field inspections, Title 31 training, forensic 

inspections, technical consulting, expert 

witness testimony and more.

VALUE-ADDED TOOLS

GLI has created a toolbox filled with 

award-winning tools regulators can only 

acquire from us, including the GLI Standard 

Series (available for free download at 

gaminglabs.com), GLIAccess®, GLI Mobile®, 

and askGLI®, designed to help you conduct 

business more efficiently and effectively.

TRAINING

GLI University’s® world-renowned training 

programs keep regulators on the forefront of 

industry-leading technology and advancing 

regulation. Global experts conduct 

specialized training on-site or at our facility. 

GLI University also presents annual, global 

Regulators Roundtables, which cover various 

subjects focused on helping regulators 

understand the testing process. These events 

help bring the industry together.

TYPES OF TESTS
Our professionals conduct the most 
comprehensive, rigorous and thorough tests for 
every type of electronic gaming equipment 
including (but not limited to):

■ AWP

■ Bingo

■ Bonusing

■ Class II/Charitable

■ Instant & Scratch Lottery Tickets

■ Lottery

■ Mobile Gaming

■ Networked Gaming

■ Peripherals

■ Progressives

■ Regulated iGaming

■ Slot Devices

■ Slot Systems

■ Tote Systems

■ Video Lottery Terminals (VLTs)

■ Wireless

Please contact your local Client Service 
Representative for more information on GLI tools 
or to learn more about our services.

GLI’s core purpose is to be the trusted global compliance 
and quality expert relied upon by our clients – delivering 
world-class customer service and value that is unmatched.

WORLD HEADQUARTERS:

600 Airport Rd • Lakewood, NJ 08701 

P: 732.942.3999 • F: 732.942.0043
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